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for

Gabriel Builders
Customer Feedback Summary
Of 84 customers surveyed, 53 responded
Trust 100%
Good Value 96%
Construction Quality High 100%

641 Garden Market Drive,
Suite A
Travelers Rest , SC 29690
(864) 879-3035
www.gabrielbuilders.com
GUILDMEMBER SINCE 2011
As a GuildQuality Guildmember,
Gabriel Builders relies on our

Budget 92%

customer surveying to help them
deliver an exceptional customer

Problem Resolution 100%

experience.
We have surveyed customers on

Clean & Safe 100%

behalf of Gabriel Builders in
Greenville, SC; Arden, NC; Salem,

Communication 100%

SC; Travelers Rest, SC; Six Mile,
SC; Marietta, SC; Spartanburg, SC;
Sunset, SC; Chicago, IL; Lake

Employees & Subcontractors 100%

Toxaway, NC; and 13 other cities in
South Carolina, New York, North

Followed Schedule 83%

Carolina, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, and 1 other state.

Expertise 100%

In this report, Gabriel Builders has
published a summary of the
customer feedback they've received
since they joined GuildQuality in

Recent Reviews & Published Comments

January 2011. In that time, 53 out of
84 customers (63%) responded to a

REVIEW

Chris B.
Greenville, SC
Jul 13, 2019

REVIEW

Chris B.
Greenville, SC
Dec 19, 2018
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We definitely recommend Gabriel Builders to anyone
seeking a high quality renovation. Our project was
extensive and encompassed roughly half of our 5400
square foot home. The team at Gabirel brought the
experience and resources to realize our dream from
architectural drawings to design finishes. We are
delighted with our home!!
We are mid-way through Phase One of a multi-phase
renovation with Gabriel Builders. We are enjoying
our relationship everyone at Gabriel and the changes
in our home thus far have been astounding! We are
excited to see the finished product!

Visit www.guildquality.com to learn more about the customer feedback in this
report. Visit www.gabrielbuilders.com for more about Gabriel Builders.

GuildQuality satisfaction survey, with
the most recent response in
September 2019.
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REVIEW

Doug Y.
Salem, SC
Sep 06, 2018
REVIEW

David V.
Sapphire, NC
May 30, 2018

We would only build with Gabriel Builders again
given the opportunity. We are so happy with their
work and think very highly of everyone on their team.

This is the 4th home I have built in my lifetime &
Gabriel Builders is by far, the highest quality builder I
have ever used.
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As a GuildQuality Guildmember,
Gabriel Builders relies on our

REVIEW

Ray M.
Sunset , SC
Dec 09, 2017

Given the exceptional reputation that Gabriel Builders
enjoys, our expectations of them were extremely high.
They exceeded those expectations, nevertheless.

customer surveying to help them
deliver an exceptional customer
experience.
We have surveyed customers on
behalf of Gabriel Builders in

REVIEW

Moe A.
Arden, NC
Mar 01, 2017

Gus and Belinda Rubio couldn't be a better team to
work with. Our on Site managers are phenomenal as
well. All around Gabriel Builders combines expertise
with thoughtfulness and easy accessibility. We would
definitely recommend them.

Greenville, SC; Arden, NC; Salem,
SC; Travelers Rest, SC; Six Mile,
SC; Marietta, SC; Spartanburg, SC;
Sunset, SC; Chicago, IL; Lake
Toxaway, NC; and 13 other cities in
South Carolina, New York, North
Carolina, Rhode Island,

REVIEW

J.A.C.
Salem, SC
Feb 06, 2017
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Gus and Belinda were excellent to work with and
easily shared our vision of our dream lake home. We
knew that building a custom home from 800 miles
away would be challenging. Gus, Belinda, and their
team kept us informed through weekly online photo
and notes updates. Their ideas, recommendations, and
advice were accurate, cost effective, and helped turn
our vision into reality. We take great pride in sharing
with our neighbors and friends that our lake home by
Gabriel Builders will be enjoyed by our family now
and for future generations.

Visit www.guildquality.com to learn more about the customer feedback in this
report. Visit www.gabrielbuilders.com for more about Gabriel Builders.

Massachusetts, and 1 other state.
In this report, Gabriel Builders has
published a summary of the
customer feedback they've received
since they joined GuildQuality in
January 2011. In that time, 53 out of
84 customers (63%) responded to a
GuildQuality satisfaction survey, with
the most recent response in
September 2019.
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J.A.D.
Arden, NC
Apr 25, 2016

Our house exceeded our all expectations. Everything
came out amazing as the quality of the materials and
the workmanship is exceptional! We were kept in
constant contact throughout the building process and
along the way there were improvements to the
original design. The result is that we felt complete
confident that the house would be built to the highest
standards.I strongly recommend Gabriel Builders to
anyone thinking of building a dream home in the
Carolinas!
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As a GuildQuality Guildmember,
Gabriel Builders relies on our
customer surveying to help them
deliver an exceptional customer

REVIEW

Jan S.
Greenville, SC
Oct 28, 2015

Gabriel Builders exceeded my expectations on nearly
everything involved in our complicated project.

experience.
We have surveyed customers on
behalf of Gabriel Builders in
Greenville, SC; Arden, NC; Salem,
SC; Travelers Rest, SC; Six Mile,
SC; Marietta, SC; Spartanburg, SC;
Sunset, SC; Chicago, IL; Lake
Toxaway, NC; and 13 other cities in
South Carolina, New York, North
Carolina, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, and 1 other state.
In this report, Gabriel Builders has
published a summary of the
customer feedback they've received
since they joined GuildQuality in
January 2011. In that time, 53 out of
84 customers (63%) responded to a
GuildQuality satisfaction survey, with
the most recent response in
September 2019.
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Visit www.guildquality.com to learn more about the customer feedback in this
report. Visit www.gabrielbuilders.com for more about Gabriel Builders.
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E.A.M.
Marietta, SC
Dec 03, 2014

We are in the process of completing our home and are
having a wonderful experience. From our initial
introduction to Gus and Belinda and their support in
selecting our lot, we have been overwhelmingly
impressed. They spent considerable time with us even
without a commitment to use them to build. They
provided advice and recommendations that shaped our
ultimate decision. Nick is our Project Manager and we
have been kept well informed regarding the project
status. We live in Chicago and each of our visits has
only reaffirmed our decision to use Gabriel. The
project site is always well maintained and the quality
of the workmanship is unsurpassed. Gabe has worked
with us on key exterior elements that have delivered a
very welcoming entrance to our home. The entire
Rubio family has demonstrated their commitment to
exceptional quality and customer experience. We
would highly recommend them.
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customer surveying to help them
deliver an exceptional customer
experience.
We have surveyed customers on
behalf of Gabriel Builders in
Greenville, SC; Arden, NC; Salem,
SC; Travelers Rest, SC; Six Mile,
SC; Marietta, SC; Spartanburg, SC;
Sunset, SC; Chicago, IL; Lake
Toxaway, NC; and 13 other cities in

Comment from Gabriel Builders

South Carolina, New York, North

Ed and Margie Case are exceptional people and it has
been a pleasure to build their home. We look forward
to being their neighbors soon and spending more time
with them. We are blessed to have SO MANY
customers that we love and enjoy their friendship.
Thanks for allowing us to build this beautiful Cliffs at
Mountain Park home!

Carolina, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, and 1 other state.
In this report, Gabriel Builders has
published a summary of the
customer feedback they've received
since they joined GuildQuality in
January 2011. In that time, 53 out of
84 customers (63%) responded to a

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Oct 07, 2013
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They met all of our expectations, and much more. All
of Gabriel Builders staff and sub contractors were
very willing to address any concern we had. Usually
the same day!

Visit www.guildquality.com to learn more about the customer feedback in this
report. Visit www.gabrielbuilders.com for more about Gabriel Builders.

GuildQuality satisfaction survey, with
the most recent response in
September 2019.
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Additional Comment
Oct 07, 2013

There were many areas where Gabriel Builders went
above and beyond. If I had to pick one area where
they excelled, it would be their complete dedication to
each client. I always felt they truly wanted us to love
what they were building. They went the extra mile
when it came to follow up. Always making a
complete effort to listen to every concern. We have
gained much more than a beautiful home. We have
gained a friendship with a remarkable family. It was
apparent the day we met Gus & Belinda Rubio that
building homes was much more than a job to them. It
was something they loved to do! It gave them great
Joy to make our Dream Home become a reality. We
got to work closely with both Gabe & Nick Rubio as
well. Fine men of character.
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experience.
We have surveyed customers on
behalf of Gabriel Builders in
Greenville, SC; Arden, NC; Salem,
SC; Travelers Rest, SC; Six Mile,

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Oct 07, 2013

Vince Roser, a friend who worked at The Cliffs.
Recommended (3) different builders. Gabriel Builders
won hands down.

SC; Marietta, SC; Spartanburg, SC;
Sunset, SC; Chicago, IL; Lake
Toxaway, NC; and 13 other cities in
South Carolina, New York, North

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Dec 06, 2011

Wonderful builders. Wouldn't hesitate to use them
again and refer them to friends. Entire process was a
pleasure.

Carolina, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, and 1 other state.
In this report, Gabriel Builders has
published a summary of the

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Dec 06, 2011

House was completed 4 months early. Open line of
communication throughout the entire process.

customer feedback they've received
since they joined GuildQuality in
January 2011. In that time, 53 out of
84 customers (63%) responded to a

COMMENT

internet search

Additional Comment
Dec 06, 2011
COMMENT

Additional Comment
Jul 31, 2011

COMMENT

Additional Comment
May 14, 2011
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GuildQuality satisfaction survey, with
the most recent response in
September 2019.

My wife and I continue to recommend Gabriel to
everyone that we meet unconditionally. We would not
even consider using another builder.
This is an excellent company with excellent
management. Their quality is superior and attention to
detail unparelled.

Visit www.guildquality.com to learn more about the customer feedback in this
report. Visit www.gabrielbuilders.com for more about Gabriel Builders.
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Additional Comment
Feb 20, 2011

They have built 2 homes for us and I never considered
another builder for our second home and if we ever
build another home, I wouldn't hesitate to use them
again. I recommend that everyone looking for a highintegrity, quailty custom home builder consider using
Gabiel Builders. They are the best!!!
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COMMENT

Additional Comment
Feb 18, 2011

Outstanding job--would recommend them without
reservation

As a GuildQuality Guildmember,
Gabriel Builders relies on our
customer surveying to help them

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Feb 18, 2011

I was told by a prior client: "they watched my money
better than I would have" --I would completely agree

deliver an exceptional customer
experience.
We have surveyed customers on

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Feb 17, 2011

Gus is a man of his word. Entirely trustworthy. His
leadership of Gabriel Builders shines like a beacon
throughout the organization.

behalf of Gabriel Builders in
Greenville, SC; Arden, NC; Salem,
SC; Travelers Rest, SC; Six Mile,
SC; Marietta, SC; Spartanburg, SC;

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Feb 17, 2011

I saw some of their work and discussed with the real
estate company that Gabriel as one of the top builders
in our area.

Sunset, SC; Chicago, IL; Lake
Toxaway, NC; and 13 other cities in
South Carolina, New York, North
Carolina, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, and 1 other state.

COMMENT

Already have and will continue to do so.
In this report, Gabriel Builders has

Additional Comment
Feb 17, 2011

published a summary of the
customer feedback they've received

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Feb 11, 2011

They followed up on every concern and initial
corrections. They made sure we were happy with all
aspects of the house.

since they joined GuildQuality in
January 2011. In that time, 53 out of
84 customers (63%) responded to a
GuildQuality satisfaction survey, with

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Feb 11, 2011
COMMENT

Additional Comment
Feb 11, 2011
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There weren't any areas in which Gabriel didn't
exceed my expectations
Gabriel Builders is completely professional,
unbelievably competent, and always demonstrated a
keen eye for the small details.

Visit www.guildquality.com to learn more about the customer feedback in this
report. Visit www.gabrielbuilders.com for more about Gabriel Builders.

the most recent response in
September 2019.
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Additional Comment
Feb 11, 2011

COMMENT

I don't think I have seen another company so focused
on the quality of their work at all levels as I have seen
from Gabriel Builders. With this company it goes
beyond just good customer service and into a personal
sense of integrity on their behalf.
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Beyond our expectations

GUILDMEMBER SINCE 2011

Additional Comment
Feb 11, 2011

As a GuildQuality Guildmember,
Gabriel Builders relies on our

COMMENT

Additional Comment
Feb 11, 2011

Gabriel Builders went way beyond the norm to make
sure we were aware of the progress with the building.
We never felt left out.

customer surveying to help them
deliver an exceptional customer
experience.
We have surveyed customers on
behalf of Gabriel Builders in
Greenville, SC; Arden, NC; Salem,
SC; Travelers Rest, SC; Six Mile,
SC; Marietta, SC; Spartanburg, SC;
Sunset, SC; Chicago, IL; Lake
Toxaway, NC; and 13 other cities in
South Carolina, New York, North
Carolina, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, and 1 other state.
In this report, Gabriel Builders has
published a summary of the
customer feedback they've received
since they joined GuildQuality in
January 2011. In that time, 53 out of
84 customers (63%) responded to a
GuildQuality satisfaction survey, with
the most recent response in
September 2019.
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Visit www.guildquality.com to learn more about the customer feedback in this
report. Visit www.gabrielbuilders.com for more about Gabriel Builders.

